A Markov chain probability model is shown t o fit scqucnccs of wet or dry days in records of various length and Seasonal variation of the probability values is shonn, but no apparent A nomograph relating probability, length of sequence, and cumulativc probability is presented.
INTRODUCTION
periods, computed separately, he suggested that thcrc Besson [I] pointed out that in the 50 years of observations a t Montsouris, France, the number of observed sequences of rainy days did not agree with that calculated on the basis of a constant probability equal to the ratio of the number of rainy days to the total number of days of observation. The observation showed too few short sequences and too ninny long ones. He drew the conclusion that the probability of a rainy day occurring was not independent of past conditions. was no secular trend in the frequency distribution.
Longley [lo] concluded from his study of the length of wet and dry spells a t Canadian cities that the probabilit,y of a wet day, given the previous day wet, is constant 110 nintter how long the wet period has persisted, and siinilnrly for the weather following a dry day except for a slight increase in the probability of dry weather with increasing length of the dry period. He defines the frequency (y) of wet or dry periods of n days or longer as Weiss [13] , in an investigation of the duration of stormy periods and the intervals between them for four 10" in the Northern ~~~,~i~~1~~~~ (near ~~~l~~d , found fewer short sequences and more long ones than constant probability would indicate. This suggests that Besson's conclusions apply to the weather over an area log y = a+ b n (1) fitted by least squares. The values a and b are consttints equation can then be used to determine probnbiiities. He presents the equation fitted to the count of dry periods and of wet periods for March at Montreal from 1874 to Newfoundland, the Great Lakes, and the Aleutians), for a given and type (wet Or dry) Of series* 'rhe -_ _ ~~ as determined by an analyst from the synoptic weather map, as well as to that a t a single station. Jorgensen [9] , in his study of persistency of rain and no-rain periods a t San Francisco (20-yr. record of winter precipitation) similarly found fewer short sequences and inore long ones than expected by chance when the (constant) probability of chance occurrence was defined as the ratio of rain days to total days of obserration. He concluded that weather persistence was a real meteorological phenomenon and should be considered in making or verifying forecasts.
Williams [14] , after remarking that previous investigators had demonstrated that sequences of wet or of dry days "have a certain statistical characteristic . . .; namely that the longer the spell has lasted the more likely it is to last another day," successfully applied a logarithmic series to fit the frequency distributions a t Harpenden (Rothamsted Experimental Station), England, for the 10-yr. period 1938-47. By breaking the 10-yr. record into two 5-yr. He suggests an alternative method (which gives soniewhat different results) for determining the probabilities, but either method when tipplied to monthly dnta for fil-e Canadian cities demonstrated a seasonal varintion in the probabilities. However, he points out that the probabilities do not change much with length of record and suggests that approxiniately correct values might be obtained even with less than 30 yr.
Cooke [5] found, in his examination of the 50-yr. rainfall records at Moncton, New Brunswick, that while the wet spells could be fitted by a "Williams" logarithmic series, the dry spells could not, but were fitted satisfactorily by a simple geometric series. His tabulated data indicate a definite seasonal variation for each type (wet or dry) series.
THE MARKOV CHAIN PROBABILITY MODEL
In 1962, Gabriel and Neuinann [7] in their study of sequences in daily rainfall occurrence at Tel Aviv (27 Vol. 92, No. 4 I I sellsons) found them to be well described by a h4arkov chain probability model. This model assumes that the probability of rain occurring on any day depends only on whether it did or did not occur on the previous day. The amount, of rainfall is involved only in the definition of occurrence or lion-occurrence. This probability model is referred to as : L Markov chain whose parameters are the two conditional probabilities p , and (l-pl), where p , is the probability of a wet day, gii-en the previous day dry, and (l-pl) is tlic probability of a dry day, given the previous day wet:
from wliich the probability of a dry spell of length T, is and of a wet spell of length n
The cumulnti~-e distribution through n is, for wet sequences and for dry sequences
The probability for dry sequences greater than n is
and of wet sequences greater than n is Pln
1 I
RESULTS OF APPLICATION TO OTHER DATA
The success of Gabriel and Neuninnn with the R4nrkov chain inodel a t Tel Aviv prompted me to appl~7 i t to the data presented by the aforementioned investigators. Comparisons of the sequences computed using the hfarkov chain probability model and those reported in the original papcrs are presented in tables 1 arid 2. The d a h of Bessoii (table 1) are plotted in figure 1 for a sample visual coinparison.
1 t scenis apparent that this probability niodel is rather successful in giving a very close representation of the frequency of sequences of wet or dry days reported by seveid investigators in locnlities having very different c1im:ites.
Ctiskey [2, 3, 41 applied the Markov chain probability model to Topil's [12] data for Denver, Colo., to Miller's [Ill d :itiL for Des Moines, Iowa, and to Hilsineier's [8] data for Oak Ridge, Tenn., to compute sequence frequencies which were found to agree very well with those observed. The magnitude of the ruinfall amount used to dichotomize the record does not enter the model directly. It is however, reflected in the probability parameters. That is to say, the probability of a wet day, given the previous day dry, will be much sniallcr for a wet day defined by the occurrence of an inch or Inore of precipitation than for one defined by the occurrence of one-tenth of an inch. This is illustrated by the application of this model to the counts of sequences of dry days in four-categories (precipitation <O.Ol, <O.lO 2 2 5 1 7 1 3 9 7 9 3 2 2 'Icss thnn 0.5 \ Application of the model to a 50- JT. record (1912-61) at Fort Worth provides the values shown in table 4 for the <O.Ol in. category. Again the Markov chain inode1 fits the observed distribution very well.
terniined from the two periods separately. This indicates there is relative secular stability of the probabilities.
SEASONAL VARIATION
The data of table 5 suggest a seasonal variation in the probabilities. This was also noted in Cooke's data and in Longley's data. (10' ('square" centered at 55' N., 5' W.) , Area 11 (centered at 4 5 O N., 55' W . ) , Markov chain probability model. Area I I I (centered 45' N., 85' W.) and Area I V (centered 5 5 O N., 165' W . ) , 1935-1938, reported 
. A NOMOGRAPH FOR CUMULATIVE PROBABILITY
of a sequence of n days either wet or dry may be obtained according to the Markov chain model. by use of formula (8) or (9) respectively .
Conversely. the information wanted may be the length of sequence n that can be expected with some specified probability P . The following four formulas may be remembered for computing the length of dry sequence (n) for cumulative probabilities of 98. 90. 50. and 10 percent .
The cumulative probability 'Less t h a n 0.5 TARLE . 179 . 191 . 217 . 216 . 150 . 129 . 113 . 118 . 121 . 118 4 8 .50 For convenience in practical use the n o m o~~a p h in figure 2 WRS developed. It is entered on the sloping line labeled sloping line is followed to the sequence length desired and the cumulative probnbility of all sequences to n n d includlength can be ascertained by reversing the two final steps
with the probability value (either p o or ( l -p l ) 
PROBABILITIES EXPRESSED A S RETURN PERIODS
The probabilities may also be expressed in ternis of nn average recurrence interval or return period T, give11 in years, of sequences of length greater than n days. That ?. ...---11 is to say, T is the ratio of the number of years of record to the total number of sequences of more than n days in length.
with precipitation < O . O l in. a t IGmsas City and Fort Wortli gives the results shown in table 8. This shotvs, for esaniple, that only once in 100 yr., on the average, does Kansas City experience a sequence of more than 16 T d = 1 -PI +PO (10) days in May for which the daily precipitation does not reach 0.01 in.
For dry sequences this is spo(l--P1) and for wet sequences i t is
S U M M A R Y
The h4arkov chain probability model appenrs to appljequally well to sequence of rain days a t Montsouris (50 yr.) ; to data on durations of and intervals between stormy periods in 10' square areas ( 3 3-r.) ; to sequences of ivet and dry days a t Stin Francisco (20 yr.), Harpenden (10 yr.) , Moncton (50 yr.), and Montreal (March only, 75 J-r.); and to sequences of dry days a t Kansas City (50 yr.) and Fort Worth (50 yr.). -Nomograph relating probability, length of sequence, and cuniulative probability for dry or mct sequences. (Enter with p o or 1-pl et right cdgc, then follow sloping line to sequence length desired, and read thc cumulative probability of a scqucncc of that length at thc lcft edge. Or sequence length can be ascertaincd by reversing the two final steps.)
The probabilities (po) computed a t Kansas City and Fort Worth for the 25-37'. period 1912-36 showed little orderly or consistent change in the next 25-37r. period. There seeins to be no definite appreciable secular trend, a t these stations. However, the data do show a definite seasonal trend. The Canadian data of Longley [lo] and Cooke [5] also indicated a seasonal trend.
A convenient nomograph mas presented relating probability, length of sequence, and cumulative probability distribution, for dry or wet sequences.
It seems likely that the Markov chain model might be used to indicate the rainfall or drought probability regime of a station and from the results from many stations to specify it over a wide area (as on a map, say).
